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Why Open Geomechanics

Open Geomechanics is a non-profit, volunteer-run, double blind peer-reviewed 
scientific journal. As a diamond open access journal, it is free to publish in and 
free to read. Open Geomechanics started in 2018.

We believe that the time is right to have a journal for geomechanics research, 
edited by geomechanics researchers for geomechanics researchers.

This journal is keeping the control of publishing within the scientific community 
and removing barriers for publication and dissemination of knowledge in our 
community.

Papers are immediately released online on the fly meaning that there are no 
yearly/monthly issues. Papers are archived through the Centre Mersenne on 
the CLOCKSS system.

https://clockss.org/


Research topics

Open Geomechanics has the ambition to provide an open platform for the 
dissemination of scientific research in geomechanics in all forms.
This means that research manuscripts (in any geomechanics related topics such as 
analytical, numerical or experimental studies) or case studies, negative results, as 
well as replicability or reproducibility studies are welcome.
Manuscripts of most lengths are accepted, indicatively 5-20 pages are generally 
suggested.

People Involved (the current Editors – we meet once per month)

Edward Andò (EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland) / Chloé Arson (Georgia Tech, Atlanta, USA)
Jelke Dijkstra (Chalmers, Gothenburg, Sweden) / David Frost (Georgia Tech, Atlanta, USA)

Eleni Gerolymatou (TU Clausthal, Germany) / Ivo Herle (TU Dresden, Germany)
Ryan Hurley (John Hopkins, Baltimore, USA) / Benjy Marks (University of Sydney, Australia)

David Muir Wood (University of Dundee, UK) / Cino Viggiani (UGA, Grenoble, France)



• Open Geomechanics is the first (the only) truly open access journal for geomechanics
• diamond open access (free to submit/read)
• copyright stays with author
• quality over quantity 
• e-journal only

• double blind review
• authors don’t know their reviewers
• reviewers don’t know the authors

• review history published with the manuscript

• LaTeX typesetting 

a few important facts



• ALERT Geomaterials serves as a legal association to host Open Geomechanics since 2018
• No expenses incurred to ALERT, authors, and readers
• Substantial in-kind contribution towards organisation and editing the journal
• Time-limited affiliation with ALERT until 2025

• Centre Mersenne provides support with the publication of Open Geomechanics
• Content Management System and review back-end
• Web-hosting
• Some technical assistance using CMS

Publisher: ALERT Geomaterials – Alliance of Laboratories in Europe for Education, Research 
and Technology

Website design and development: Centre Mersenne-Mathdoc (UMS 5638, CNRS-UGA)

Hosting: GRICAD (UMS 3758, CNRS-UGA)

Credits and legal notices









Papers published so far
Open Geomechanics is an online-only journal, as such accepted papers appear on the 
website as soon as they are accepted and finalized, and are not grouped into issues or 
volumes. Papers are grouped by year of publication for convenience.

• 3 papers in 2019

• 5 papers in 2020

• 0 papers in 2021 (sic)

• 5 papers in 2022

• 7 papers are currently under review (yes!)

November 2022

Dear Sirs,
The above mentioned title has been suggested for inclusion in Scopus. We have to inform you that the title will not be considered for 
evaluation, for the following reason(s):
Delay and/or irregularity in publishing schedule (according to the content on the title's website or the uploaded sample content.)"

they look less at the scientific value than at the continuity of publication ...



year 2019 2020 2021 2022

unique visitors 3,880 9,846 11,989 16,592

trends over time (unique visitors)

Some statistics (2022)

- unique visitor: an individual (device)
- visits: number of times this device has connected and looked around
- pages: number of pages downloaded
- hits: number of links accessed
- bandwith: total data transferred



In January 2023, we have selected three colleagues (one in Bogotà,Colombia, one in Barcelona, 
Spain, and one in Cambridge, UK) as the members of a panel to review our 5 papers of 2022 in 
order to select an "Impact Paper" of the year. 

For each paper we have asked for a paragraph about their appreciation of the paper and a 1-10 
score on the following items: 

- Significance (depth of problem, interest for further work/industry/education) 
- Singularity (Novelty) 
- Sharpness (Clarity)
- Scientific quality (intellectual merit) 
- Style (aesthetics) 

We’ll get their feedback by the end of April 2023. At that point the Open Geomechanics board
will make a final decision. We'll make a short video of the editor discussing with the authors of 
the paper that won where the names of the three colleagues will be clearly visible. 

Impact Paper of the year


